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Optimal Performance of Epidermal Antennas for
UHF Radio Frequency Identification and Sensing
Sara Amendola and Gaetano Marrocco

Abstract— Skin-mounted electronics is the new frontier for
unobtrusive body-centric monitoring systems. In designing the
wireless devices to be placed in direct contact with the human
skin, the presence of the lossy body cannot be ignored because
of strong electromagnetic interactions. In this paper, the performance of epidermal antennas, for application to radio frequency
identification (RFID) links in the UHF band, was investigated
by means of numerical simulations and laboratory tests on
fabricated prototypes. The analysis demonstrates the existence
of an optimal size of the antennas (from 3 to 6 cm for loops
and from 6 to 15 cm for dipoles) and of upper bounds in the
achievable radiation gain (less than −10 dB in the case of 0.5 mm
thick application substrates) as a consequence of the balance
between the two opposing mechanisms of radiation and loss.
This behavior, which is controlled by the hosting medium, does
not depend on the antenna shape, even if the loop layout permits
considerably minimizing the device size. Even the conductivity
of the antenna trace plays only a second-order role; low-cost
inkjet printable paints with conductivity higher than 104 S/m
are suitable to provide radiation performance comparable with
the performance of copper-made antennas. Starting from the
investigation of the above cited physical phenomena, including
the effect of common classes of suitable substrate membranes,
guidelines are finally derived for the optimal design of real RFID
epidermal antennas.
Index Terms— Body sensor network, epidermal antennas, radio
frequency identification (RFID), skin sensor, UHF RFID tags,
wireless sensor.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE concept of Epidermal Electronics was introduced in
[1] referring to a novel technology for the continuous
assessment of people’s health and well-being which moves
electronics and sensors from clothes and personal accessories
directly to the human skin. Picking up from this pioneering
work, several research groups started contributing to the development of a new class of “tattoo-like” sensors, which are now
considered as one of the most promising healthcare technology
of the next years. Such skin tight devices are conceived to
seamlessly adhere to the textured and soft surfaces of the
human body to unobtrusively collect data in respect of multiple
physio/pathological indicators, such as skin temperature, PH,
hydration, strain and biopotentials [2], [3].
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Most of the published works on epidermal devices originated from the Material Science community [4] and are
mainly devoted to manufacturing and mechanical (deformation, flexibility) issues. The early prototypes generally required
a local battery to supply power to the embedded electronics;
besides they were heavily dependent on wired interconnections
for transmission of the sensed data to an external reader.
Currently, the trend is more toward providing the epidermal
devices with remote powering and with a wireless link. The
initial attempts favored adopting the radio frequency identification (RFID) technology for implementing a communication modality through near-field coupling at 13.56 MHz
frequency (HF-RFID) [5], [6], or through electromagnetic
backscattering [7]–[9] in the 860–960 MHz (UHF-RFID)
band. In the former case, the epidermal sensor was usually
made by multiturns coils and the interrogation required a
nearly contacting setup, so that the reading antenna had to
be positioned close (few centimeters) to the skin. In the
latter case, instead, the UHF epidermal devices included
true antennas, like nested-slot dipoles or dual square-loops.
Although strongly influenced by high dielectric targets, such
as the human body [8], UHF antennas could provide activation
ranges up to one meter and more. This potentiality enables
the feasibility of a broad range of additional possible applications, where uncooperative users are continuously monitored
by scanners placed within smart environments (smart home,
hospitals, control gates at airports) without any support from
the users or dedicated personnels. The UHF-RFID standard
is particularly more attractive than the HF frequency for
pervasive application to masses and it is hence the subject
of this paper.
Epidermal devices demand for UHF-RFID antennas that
are suitable to be fabricated with the same technology of
the sensorized secondary skin without interfering with the
natural metabolism of epidermis, i.e., with minimal impact
on local sweating and heat exchanges. Such antennas are
required to provide a low density of surface conductor, e.g.,
they should be preferably made of narrow traces and extremely
thin substrates. Single-layer antennas are hence preferred over
conventional multilayer wearable layouts like patch configurations. The latter are indeed not suitable to monolithic
integration with skin sensors because of their bulky structure
and high filling factor of the conductive surface.
Overall, the few available papers on UHF antennas for direct
on-skin placement refer to specific applications with an a
priori choice of the shape and size of the antenna as well
as of the kind and thickness of the attachment membrane.
Accordingly, there is still a lack of understanding of how
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the several geometrical and electrical parameters of an onskin antenna affect its read range and, hence, how they may
be tuned to achieve optimal performance. For instance, it is
well known that the radiating properties of an antenna are
strictly correlated with its physical size [10]. Electrically large
antennas have the potential to provide better gain than smaller
ones do. As an example, the maximum gain of a straight
dipole, radiating in free space, increases monotonically as
a function of its electrical length. However, in the case of
antennas radiating close to a lossy medium like the human
body, the radiation efficiency degrades severely because of
the high loss of the underlying tissues. Therefore, the gainsize/shape relationship might not be trivial and not necessarily
monotonic. The loop shape is traditionally believed to outperform the dipole when placed over or inside a lossy body [11]
because of the dominant magnetic near-field, which should be
less influenced by the presence of human tissues. However,
since the electrical sizes of an epidermal loop for UHF
communication cannot be considered small, the distinction
between the magnetic and electric fields is not so sharp.
Finally, several techniques have been already experimented to
manufacture tattoo-like devices involving suboptimal conducting materials (silver nanoparticles, biodegradable, and even
edible paintings [7], [17]), but there is no knowledge about
the lower bound in the antenna conductivity that still allows
copper-like performance.
This paper is hence aimed at systematically investigating
the response of UHF antennas when attached over the skin
by considering most of the possible design and manufacturing
options such as the shape, the trace width, and metal conductivity, the thickness and material of membrane as well as
the positioning over different body parts. The final purpose
is to identify optimal configurations and the upper bound
in the communication performance of skin-tight radiators.
Following the above conjecture concerning the nonmonotonic
relationship between antenna size and gain, the overall goal is
to derive the most convenient size and shape of the on-skin
antenna that maximize the read distance in realistic fabrication
and placement conditions. For the sake of generality, rather
than focusing to any specific application, canonical layouts
are considered. Both numerical and experimental analyses
are performed and the obtained knowledge provide a starting
tradeoff in the design of more complex configurations.
II. R EFERENCE A NTENNAS , B ODY M ODEL ,
AND M ETHOD OF A NALYSIS
With the term Epidermal Antenna we hereafter refer to any
kind of single-layer antenna directly attached over the skin at
most by means of a submillimeter thick flexible membrane.
Skin-attached antennas have intermediate behavior between
the body-centric antennas, which are optimized to radiate
outside the body through shielded configurations, and the
antennas for microwave heating, which are instead optimized
to radiate inside the body. Indeed, epidermal antennas are
conceived to work at a very small (micrometrical) distance
from the skin—to comfortably adapt to it and to capture
and transduce some biophysical parameters—but they have

Fig. 1.
Reference layouts for epidermal antennas. (a) Planar dipole.
(b) Planar loop. (c) Rectangular slot. (d) Annular slot. The gray pixel indicates
the antenna port that interconnects with the RF microchip transponder.
In all the configurations, L indicates the external radiator’s size and lslot the
dominant slot’s size.

to communicate with a reader outside the body. Shielded
layouts or thicker multilayered structures like patch antennas, which could achieve better communication performance,
would instead prevent the required electromagnetic interaction
with the body, and are hence not suitable for skin-mounted
antennas. Accordingly, only single-layer radiators (dipole,
loop, and their complementary slotted counterparts, shown
in Fig.1), which are fully compatible with ultralow profile
“tattoo-like” devices, are considered in this paper.
Additional components for impedance matching [12], such
as T-match and loop-match, which generally augment the main
radiating body, are ignored here for the sake of generality and
for minimizing the number of free geometrical parameters to
be considered in the numerical analysis. The purpose of this
investigation is broadly twofold: 1) to analyze the correlation
between the antenna performance (efficiency, gain) and the
radiator size and 2) to identify the geometry that suits best
to epidermal transponders by comparing the performance of
different layouts.
Antennas consist of planar traces laid over a simplified
human phantom comprising a homogeneous parallelepiped
box (size 30 × 30 × 20 cm) having equivalent dielectric
properties 1 (εphantom = 43 and σphantom = 0.9 S/m) obtained
by the volume average of the skin-fat-muscle layerings [13].
Simulations were performed using the method of moment
through the FEKO solver [15].
III. E FFICIENCY AND G AIN V ERSUS A NTENNA S IZE
In the first set of simulations, the antennas were assumed to
be made of lossy copper (σ = 6 · 107 S/m) and placed directly
over the body without any supporting substrate. The width of
the traces of loops and of the dipoles, as well as the width
of the slots in the complementary shapes (the parameter w in
Fig. 1), was fixed at 1 mm. The major size of the radiators
(parameter L in Fig. 1) was instead progressively increased
and the efficiency and gain were computed for each considered
size.
A. Loop and Dipole
Fig. 2 shows that the radiation efficiency of dipoles and
loops over lossy medium, unlike in free-space, exhibits a bellshaped behavior. After an initial monotonic region with nearly
linear relationship between maximum gain (and efficiency) and
1 The dielectric properties of the human phantom are rather stable in the
worldwide UHF RFID band (865–955 MHz), with percentage variations lower
than 4% [14]; so, they are assumed to be constant in all numerical analysis.
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Fig. 2. Dipole and loop antennas over body-like medium. (a) Radiation
efficiency (%) and (b) maximum radiation gain at 870 MHz as a function of the antenna size. Inset: reference geometry for numerical modeling
(lb = 30 cm, h = 20 cm).
Fig. 4. Input impedance—(a) real and (b) imaginary part—at 870 MHz of
dipole and loop antennas placed over a body-like medium as a function of
frequency.

Fig. 3. Current distribution at 870 MHz for strip dipoles with different
lengths over a body-like uniform substrate. Diagrams normalized by 1 W
input power.

size, there are peak values (η = 0.3%, G ≈ −20 dBi), which
are rather similar for the two antennas of sizes L = 30 mm
and L = 50 mm for the loop and the dipole, respectively.
In both cases, the significant losses of the tissues resulted in
extremely poor values for the radiation gain. Denoting the
effective permittivity “sensed” by the antennas when placed
on a thick slab [16] as εeff = (εphantom + 1)/(2) = 22, the
sizes (length and perimeter) of the optimal dipole and loop
correspond to L(dipole) = 5 cm = 0.7λeff and π L(loop) =
9.4 cm = 1.3λeff where λeff = λ0 /(εeff )1/2 . Beyond the
peak value, the maximum gain remained rather stable, while
the radiation efficiency degraded significantly. The maximum
value for the radiation pattern was obtained along the normal
direction to the skin, which acted as both an absorber and a
reflector.
The nonmonotonic relationship between the efficiency/gain
and physical size of antennas can be explained by considering
the presence of two counteracting phenomena. The initial
increase in the efficiency (see Fig. 2) is mostly due to the
increase in the radiation resistance, which is proportional
to the overall length of the antenna. Further enlargements of
the antenna produce more intense dissipation of power into
the conductors and the surrounding tissues, because of the
high conductivity of the hosting medium, which dominates
radiation. Fig. 3 illustrates the surface current plot of dipoles of
different lengths. The presence of the body below the antenna
causes progressive dampening of the amplitude of the currents
flowing through the conductor, which resulted in an inefficient
use of the available conductive area.
Fig. 4 shows the diagrams of the input impedance of the
antennas with optimal size versus the frequency. Unlike the
dipole, the impedance of the loop is nearly broadband within
the frequency range 800–1000 MHz, thus making the matching
of impedance easy, as will be shown later.

Fig. 5. Optimal peak gain at 870 MHz (with the length lslot of the slots)
versus the disk size L for (a) rectangular and (b) annular slotted antennas.

B. Slotted Antennas
Complementary configurations of dipoles and loops were
obtained from a copper disk of variable diameter 20 mm
< L < 100 mm. For each ground diameter, the size of the
slots (length and diameter of rectangular and annular slots,
respectively) was gradually increased within the range 2 mm
< lslot < L-4 mm. Since the induced current spreads over the
disk and hence interacts with the human body, the diameter
of the disk impacted the definition of the optimal size of
this family of epidermal antennas. The radiation performance
(Fig. 5) is related to the combined effect of the size of the
disk and that of the slot, since the increase of the slot leads
to reduction in the area occupied by the surface current.
Accordingly, the optimal size of the slot is in turn strongly
dependent on the diameter of the disk (Fig. 5). On the whole,
the rectangular slot works better than does the annular slot, in
terms of size and gain.
C. Performance Comparison
The summary of the results, presented in Table I, shows
that efficiency and maximum gain are almost the same for
all the considered configurations (the gain of dipole is less
than 1 dB higher than that of other radiators) and the optimal
performance decreases slightly with increase in the area of the
conductor (and hence in the surface current). Contrary to the
general belief, the loop has thus no tangible advantage over the
dipole as epidermal tag, at least in terms of gain and efficiency.
Nevertheless, the loop has an overall smaller optimal size and
a highly stable input impedance.
Finally, since the complementary structures did not prove
to be particularly advantageous, except where a ground
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TABLE I
E LECTROMAGNETIC P ERFORMANCE AND G EOMETRICAL PARAMETERS
AT 870 MHz OF THE R EFERENCE E PIDERMAL A NTENNAS

Fig. 7. (a) Efficiency and (b) maximum gain of a 50 × 1 mm dipole and a
30 × 1 mm loop at 870 MHz versus the finite conductivity of the trace.

Fig. 6. Computed radiation gain and input impedance at 870 MHz of optimal
size dipoles (L = 50 mm) and loops (L = 30 mm) over body-like medium
versus the width w of the traces.

plane is required for additional electronics, further numerical
and experimental analysis are restricted only to dipoles and
loops.
IV. G AIN V ERSUS THE T RACE W IDTH AND
C ONDUCTIVITY
A. Trace Width
Fig. 6(a) shows the maximum gain, as obtained by simulations, when the copper trace is increased from w = 1 mm
(as in the previous case) up to w = 20 mm. The radiation
parameters turned out to be roughly independent of the conductor width, except for a negligible decrease in the loop’s
parameters. Therefore, wider layouts yield the same radiation
performance as that of the narrow ones at the expense of a
greater amount of conductor and a major invasiveness for the
skin. The analysis of the input impedance [Fig. 6(b)] finally
provided an unexpected result: except in the case of thin traces
(w = 1 mm), there was no appreciable difference between the
impedances dipole and loop, which are, therefore, inferred to
have been governed mostly by the hosting medium. Moreover,
the width parameter can be used to tune, at least, the input
resistance of the antenna in the typical range (R < 50 ω) of
RFID microchips.
B. Trace Conductivity
Epidermal devices demand that conductor traces be
deposited on thin membranes and suitable technologies
are inkjet printing or stencil-based techniques (screen
printing) that utilize conducting paints and nanoparticle
inks [4], [7], [17]. These materials are more flexible and robust
against the cracks than bulk copper, but at the price of a

Fig. 8. Optimal sizes and corresponding peak radiation gains at 870 MHz
for dipoles (continuous line) and circular loops (dotted line) as a function
of antenna/skin separation. In all the cases, the trace width was fixed at
w = 1 mm.

reduction in the conductivity of one order of magnitude or even
more. Fig. 7 shows the efficiency and gain of the optimumsized dipole and loop placed in direct contact with the body,
when the conductivity of the metal trace was decreased from
σ = 108 S/m (good conductor) down to σ = 102 S/m (poor
conductor). No visible variation was noticed in the radiation
performance, provided that σ > 104 S/m. Furthermore, even
by reducing the conductivity down to σ = 1000 S/m, the
gain dropped by less than 2 dB. This result is not trivial and
is a consequence of the power losses of the hosting human
body.
V. R ADIATION P ERFORMANCE V ERSUS THE S PACING
F ROM THE S KIN
Epidermal antennas are stuck over the skin by ultrathin
materials (fraction of a millimeter). These materials (membranes) can even be functionalized to work as a sensitive
transducing layers, which enable the epidermal antenna to play
as a sensor [18]. The thickness of the membrane is expected to
have a remarkable influence on the radiation performance of
the antenna, since, in the case of thick membranes the electric
near-field remains partially confined to the low-loss region
of the substrate, thus reducing the power loss. By initially
assuming the separating membrane as a numerically simulated
air gap, it is shown in Fig. 8 the maximum achievable gain
and the optimal size for dipole and loop antennas when the
skin-antenna gap is increased from d = 0 (direct contact) to
d = 600μm. Mesh refinement was enforced into the numerical
electromagnetic solver (cell side 25μm) for the purpose of
properly modeling the field discontinuities among different
dielectrics. As the antenna is moved far from the skin (i.e.,
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TABLE II
O PTIMAL S IZE AND P EAK G AIN AT 870 MHz FOR L OOP A NTENNAS
P LACED ON B ODY-L IKE M EDIUM BY M EANS OF D IFFERENT
M EMBRANES OF T HICKNESS d

the thickness of the membrane increases) the power loss into
the body reduces, the optimal size of the antennas is larger
and, accordingly, the antenna gain and efficiency sensibly
improve. In particular, the gain is linearly correlated with
the logarithmic change in the antenna/body distance. More
than 9 dB gain improvement was achieved by both the dipole
and the loop by moving them from direct placement over the
skin (smart tattoo) to a separating membrane of 0.6 mm. The
difference in size between the dipole and the loop is more
evident with increasing distances to the extent that the loop
layout becomes even more compact. A separating distance d =
50 μm (thin plaster) results in a radiating gain peak of more
than -15 dBi, which is still compatible with a read distance of
up to 1 m, according to the technological limitations of current
RF microchips and readers.
Finally, the case of a more realistic membrane is discussed
using the data presented in Table II. Among the possible
substrates, we selected a biocompatible silicone [8] with low
permittivity and low losses and poly vinyl alcohol Xyloglucanbased hydrogels [19], whose dielectric properties vary depending on to the amount of body fluids (e.g., sweat, wound
exudates) absorbed/released by the membranes. The case of
air gap can be considered representative of the family of
materials with highly porous and fibrous architecture (Polycaprolactone [9], Ethylene-Propylene Diene Monomer foam).
When using very thin substrates (d = 25 μm), the loop exhibited similar optimal sizes for all the considered membranes,
while the corresponding peak gain decreased by 1 dB for
each order of magnitude increase in membrane’s conductivity.
As expected, thicker substrates generally provided higher gain
at the expense of a bigger radiator size, except for the wet
hydrogel whose gain/size properties are rather constant with
the respect to the membrane thickness because of its high
dielectric properties that are comparable with those of human
tissues.

Fig. 9. Optimal size and corresponding radiation gain at 870 MHz of loops
(white circles) and dipoles (black circles) placed over stratified planar media,
simulating abdomen (A), a limb (L), and the forehead (F) for two different
substrates {bio-silicone, wet Hydrogel} and for different two thicknesses d =
{25, 500} μm.

layers (skin, fat, muscle, and bone) whose permittivity profiles
are similar to those of some regions of the human body, such
as the forehead (F), the abdomen (A), and the limb (L) over
which the sensors can be applied. The thickness of the layers
was adopted from [8]. The substrates were a subset of those
shown in Table II, namely, the biosilicone (Substrate 1), representing the extreme cases of low-permittivity and low-loss,
and the wet hydrogel (Substrate 2), representing the extreme
case of high-permittivity and high-loss. The insulator thickness
was d = {25 500} μm. For each of the 12 combinations of the
dipole and of the loop, the optimal sizes and the corresponding
gains were computed by assuming an infinite layering so
that the Green function for planar structures can be applied
with sensible speed-up of the computation. The aggregated
results, presented in Fig. 9, show that the smallest optimal
size always corresponds to loop-shaped devices, insofar as
the homogenous and finite cases are concerned. But, the
most remarkable outcome is that the optimal size is rather
independent of the stratification for a fixed insulating substrate
(permittivity and thickness), while the corresponding optimal
gain depends on the position of the antenna on the body, as
already reported in [8]. Since the two materials considered here
represent the extreme cases of possible choices of substrates,
the optimal size of other configurations can be therefore
assumed within the range of 30 mm < L opt [loop] < 60 mm
for loops and 60 mm < L opt [dipole] < 150 mm for dipoles.
The same analysis at the upper part of the UHF RFID band
(f = 950 MHz) showed a similar trend with an optimal size
of the antenna slightly smaller (a few millimeters) than what
was found at 870 MHz. Therefore Fig. 9 provides the upper
bounds for the expected performance of epidermal antennas
in the UHF band and can be used as a starting point for the
design of epidermal antennas, as discussed in the next section.

VI. P ERFORMANCE ON A NTHROPOMORPHIC L AYERINGS

VII. D ESIGN G UIDELINES

For the final parametric analysis, the same loops and
dipoles, as those mentioned above, were considered, but they
were now placed over a nonhomogeneous medium of planar

The foregoing numerical findings can be summed-up to
constitute practical guidelines for optimal epidermal antennas
with conjugate matching to complex microchip impedances.
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Fig. 10. Degradation of reading distance, for dipole and loop, as a function
of suboptimal size.

The position over the body and the substrate material for the
epidermal tag are assumed a priori for the target application.
Then, the tag design can be performed according to the
following steps.
1) Selection of the antenna layout. Even though the previous research demonstrates that loop antenna provides
the best compromise between gain and size, there are
some ICs whose pads cannot be shortened by closed
path radiators. In the latter cases, open structures like
dipoles must be considered.
2) Selection of the antenna size from the diagram in
Fig. 9. When optimal dimensions cannot be met due
to eventual size constraints, suboptimal configuration
can be considered. Fig. 10 illustrates the relationship
between degradation of read-distance and the reduction
of antenna size, with respect to the optimal value.
The curves were obtained by averaging the results
in Fig. 9. Dipole and loop antennas, reduced in size by
30%, provide respectively 90% and 80% of maximum
read-distance.
3) Impedance matching in two steps. First, the antenna
input resistance is tuned by varying the width trace
of the radiator (see Section IV-A): as a general rule,
the wider the trace, the lower the resistance. Then, the
residual reactance X A of the antenna is adjusted to
that of the microchip by connecting a tuning inductor
of value L t = −(X A ( f 0 ) + X chip )/2π f0 in series to
the chip. Alternative T-match or loop-match impedance
transformers may be, however, applied, as in the case of
standard tag [12].
By way of example, the above procedure was applied to
the design of the following two epidermal tags, both tuned at
870 MHz: 1) a dipole on a 25 μm wet hydrogel; 2) a loop
on a 25 μm biosilicone. The microchip impedances, assumed
as references for the dipole and loop examples, differ for the
reactances, e.g., Z chip1 = 31-j 320  (dipole) and Z chip2 =
23-j 145  (loop). The external sizes of the antennas, as
deduced from Fig. 9, are L(dipole) = 63 mm and L(loop)
= 50 mm. The widths of the conductor traces producing
the required antenna resistances were w(dipole) = 13 mm
and w(loop) = 20 mm, with residual reactances X A (dipole)
= −8 ω and X A (loop) = −6 ω, so that the inductances of

Fig. 11. Power transmission coefficient τ versus frequency for optimized
UHF epidermal tag. (a) dipole (L = 63 mm, w = 13 mm) on a 25 μm
wet hydrogel connected to an IC-inductor series (Z Chip1 = 31 − j320 Ω,
L t = 56 μH) placed over the limb. (b) Loop (L = 50 mm, w = 20 mm)
placed on a 25 μm biosilicone connected to an IC-inductor series (Z Chip2 =
23 − j145 Ω, L t = 27 μH ) placed over the abdomen.

the required tuning inductors were L t (dipole) = 56 nH and
L t (loop) = 27 nH. The power transfer coefficient τ [12] of the
resulting tags is shown in Fig. 11. Again the loop tag exhibits
a more stable response overt the frequency.
VIII. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The above numerical analysis is validated by laboratory
experiments, aimed at verifying the optimal size and the upper
bound of the antenna gain in the case of placement over a
body-like lossy media. Two configurations of linear dipoles
and square loops made of adhesive bulk copper and inkjetprinted silver nanoparticles are considered. Then, a second
set of experiments concerns the sensitivity of the epidermal
monopole to the width of its trace and to the type and the
thickness of the attaching membrane.
A. Measurement Method
The measuring technique involved two separate transmitting
and receiving antennas, connected to a calibrated 2-port vector
network analyzer, by means of coaxial cables. The reference
lossy biological region was a cooked box-shaped pork shoulder, whose dielectric parameters (εr = 55, σ = 1.8 S/m) were
estimated by means of a ring resonator setup as in [19]. The
parameters of the experimental phantom differed from those
of the previous numerical model and, in particular, the losses
were much higher due to the presence of salt. Finally, the box
was enveloped by a thin layer of PET (thickness 150 μm,
ε = 2.26, tanδ = 3 · 10−4 ).
To simplify the antenna-probe interconnection, an imageplane configuration was used (Fig. 12). Half the antenna
was placed vertically over a copper plane and connected to
a coaxial connector on the rear side of the copper plane.
The transmitting antennas consisted of a quarter-wave planar
monopole, whose input impedance was matched to 50  at
870 MHz. The prototype was fabricated with adhesive copper
sheet (size 78×55 mm, thickness 35 μm), stuck over a 3 mm
thick foam substrate (εr = 1.55, tan δ = 2 · 10−4 S/m).
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Fig. 12. Experimental setup for characterization of the epidermal antennas,
comprising a reference monopole antenna placed at distance D = 17 cm from
a cooked-pork box (size 10 cm × 10 cm × 7 cm) hosting the monopoles
and half loops under test. The antenna ports were connected to a VNA for
measurement of scattering matrix.

The close interaction between the epidermal antenna over
the phantom and the dipole probe is described by the formalism of the two-ports network as in [20], so that the performance of the antenna can be conveniently evaluated in terms of
the scattering matrix of the system, which accounts for channel
path loss, reflection, diffraction, and power absorption by
the hosting medium [21]. An easily measurable performance
parameter of the epidermal antenna is the following system
gain (nondirectly comparable with the radiation gain):
g=

Pout,av
Pin

(1)

where Pin is the net power entering the transmitting dipole
and Pout,av the maximum available power the network may
deliver to the load of the epidermal antenna (in case of a
proper impedance matching).
Assuming that the cables and the network analyzer are
perfectly matched, the input power is related to the available
input power [22], e.g., the maximum power the generator may
deliver to the network (in case of Hermite matching) by the
equation:
Pin = Pin,av (1 − |S11 |2 ).

(2)

The power PL delivered to the real load of the epidermal
antenna is
PL = Pout,av(1 − |S22 |2 )

(3)

PL
1
.
2
Pin,av (1 − |S11 | )(1 − |S22 |2 )

(4)

and hence
g=

The quantity PL /Pin,av is, by definition [22], the transducer
power gain G T = |S21 |2 under the above hypothesis and
finally
g=

|S21 |2
.
(1 − |S11 |2 )(1 − |S22 |2 )

Fig. 13. Measured and simulated system gains g, defined as in (1), at 870
MHz for the prototyped (a) monopoles and (b) half loops over a cooked-pork
phantom versus their vertical size. Antennas were made of adhesive bulk
copper and silver nanoink through inkjet printing on functionalized PET.

(5)

This performance parameter is independent of the specific
impedance matching of the two antennas and it hence characterizes the radiation properties of the epidermal antennas over

the lossy medium. At the frequency where the probe monopole
is matched the cable impedance (e.g., around 870 MHz), the
quantity (1 − |S11 |2 ) → 1, and hence the system g, coincides [22] with the available power gain G a = Pout,av /Pin,av .
B. Prototypes
Two planar layouts (monopole and a half rectangular loop)
were selected to facilitate easy manufacturing. The rectangular
loop was preferred to the circular one, because its shape can
be varied during experiments by sweeping only the length
parameter without disconnecting the antenna from the feeding
source and the image plane.
1) Bulk Copper: Radiators made of bulk copper were
carved out of an adhesive copper film by means of a digitally
controlled cutter and then directly stuck on the planar side of
the phantom.
2) Inkjet-Printed Antennas: The same monopoles and half
loops were fabricated by means of inkjet-printing, using the
silver ink from Mitsubishi Paper Mill [23]. The ink was
deposited on a 100 μm thick PET film with surface treatment
for ink adhesion [24] by using the low-cost desktop printer
Brother MFC-J5910DW. The volume resistivity provided by
the manufacturer is 10 μcm, which corresponds to a conductivity that is two orders of magnitude lesser (σ  105 S/m)
than that of bulk copper. A silver-based paint was used for
connecting the printed antennas to the coaxial pin, and, in the
case of half loop, to the ground plane.
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Fig. 14. (a) Measured variation of system gain and input impedance at
870 MHz of the copper monopole (L opt = 4 cm) versus the width trace and
with respect to the reference size w0 = 5 mm ( R0 = 54Ω, X 0 = 29 Ω,
g0 = −30.7 dB). (b) System gain of the copper monopole (L opt = 4 cm,
w = 5 mm) stuck over the phantom through biosilicone membranes with
different thicknesses. The gray area highlights the UHF RFID frequency band.

C. Measurement Results
The first experiments considered monopole and half-loop
layouts having fixed trace width (5 mm) and sizes progressively reduced from L = 6 cm, by steps of 5 mm, for an overall
set of forty-five antennas. The S-parameters were measured by
the VNA in the 600–1100 MHz range and the corresponding
system gain were computed according to (4). Overall results
(Fig. 13) clearly reveal the presence of different optimal sizes
of the epidermal antennas for which both monopole and halfloop configurations achieve similar values of peak system
gain (gmono gloop = −30 dB). The performances of copper
and the inkjet-printed antennas are comparable, despite of the
significantly poorer conductivity of the silver nanoparticle ink.
The smaller optimal layout is the half loop (L h.loop  3 cm,
L monop.  4 cm), as expected from the numerical analysis.2
It is worth mentioning that, even though Fig. 13 refers to
870 MHz, the same behavior was observed in the whole range
600–1100 MHz with negligible change in the optimal length of
the antenna whose peak gain becomes sharper as the frequency
increases because of higher losses of tissues.
In a second experiment, we considered a copper monopole
with optimal length and variable trace width 5 ≤ w ≤ 25 mm
by 5 mm steps. Fig. 14(a) shows the variation of the system
gain and of the input impedance at 870 MHz with respect to
the reference size w0 = 5 mm. As already predicted in Fig. 6,
there is a 35  range useful for tuning the input resistance
without impacting on the antenna gain.
Finally, the 5 mm width copper monopole was stuck over
the phantom by means of biosilicone membranes having
different thickness {50μm, 1 mm, 2 mm}. The system gain
versus frequency [Fig. 14(b)] exhibits up to 4 dB degradation within the UHF RFID band in the case of ultra-thin
(<100μm) films, as expected by the numerical analysis
(Fig. 9).
IX. C ONCLUSION
The close interaction of epidermal antennas with the lossy
human body and the consequent strong power loss clearly
2 The corresponding sizes of the full dipole and loop are larger than those
reported in Table I, because the geometrical and electromagnetic parameters
of the phantom differ from those of the computer model.

delimit antennas’ electromagnetic performance of epidermal
antennas and strongly polarize their impedance and gain. The
following are the most significant findings of this paper.
1) The existence of a roughly fixed upper bound in the
achievable maximum gain and efficiency, independent
of the shape of the antenna. The epidermal antenna
response is instead fully governed by the permittivity
and losses of the hosting media.
2) As a consequence, there is an optimal size of the
antenna, the smallest in the case of loops (30 mm <
L opt,loop < 60 mm, depending on the substrate) and
nearly double for dipoles.
3) Dipoles and loops require lesser space than their counterparts, having the same gain.
4) The quality of the antenna conductor plays a minor role
in radiation performance. Conductors with σ > 104 S/m
conductivity provide the same results as those of bulk
copper so that low-cost inkjet printing devices may be
used for mass production to avoid cumbersome transfer
procedure for metal trace placement over the membrane.
5) The width of the conductor strip does not affect the
gain, but can be adjusted to control the antenna input
resistance.
6) The radiation performance is significantly modified by
the thickness and dielectric characteristics of the underlying membrane.
The results of the study define the fundamental limitations in the performance of epidermal antennas and they
can be used as reference benchmark in drawing design
guidelines of real transponders. A still open challenge is
how to improve the radiation efficiency of epidermal antennas, and accordingly the range of the RFID link, without increasing their thickness. A possible research option
could address new kinds of thin membranes having huge
dielectric permittivity and low losses, for instance composite polymers doped with ceramic powders like barium
titanate or (BaTiO3) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) [25].
Another interesting background is that of artificial magnetic
surfaces to be used as ultrathin skin-decoupling layer [26],
provided that the required surface extension could be properly
miniaturized not to produce a further enlargement of the
overall antenna size.
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